Most of the fundamental properties of spinglasses remain incompletely understood, despite an intensive theoretical and experimental effort over the last few years. Among these basic properties are the magnetic excitation spectrum and the form of the excitations. The electrical resistivity is a potential source of information, and a number of models have been proposed that relate the resistivity to the magnetic excitations. ' Walker and Walstedt carried out a numerical calculation to estimate the excitation density of states for a spinglass, starting with a Heisenberg Hamiltonian in which dilute magnetic spins are coupled through Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions. We have found that if we make certain assumptions we can get a satisfactory explanation for the temperature dependence of the resistivity of a spin-glass using the Walker-Walstedt excitation spectrum; we also find that the resistivity and the low-temperature magnetic specific heat are related.
Here we will show that for the canonical noblemetal -based spin-glass systems (CuMn, AgMn, AuFe. AuMn, and AuCr) the available resistivity and specific-heat data can be analyzed coherently with the use of this approach. This indicates that the Walker-Walstedt spectrum is a reasonable approximation to the real spectrum in these systems. We find that the spin-glass freezing temperature T is simply related to the energy scale of the excitation spectrum in each alloy. We also show Here we have available resistivity data from 4.2 to 300 K on 1-and 2-at. % alloys, and data on a 0.9-at% alloy from 0.5 to 40 K. Low-temperature specific heats have been reported at various concentrations.
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Here we have analyzed resistivity data for 0.9-, 1.5-, 3.3-, 4.9-, 7.9-, and 10.6-at. % Cr concentrations. A specific-heat measurement on a 0.9-at. % sample' can be used in conjunction with the 0.9-at. %%u oresistivit ydat a toestimat ep"=0.SpQcmat this concentration. T* and p"values at other concentrations obtained from the log-log plot method are given in Table I . Some experimental and cal- (a) For each alloy system we obtain good agreement between resistivity and specific-heat data on the one hand and the expectations of the model using the %'alker-Walstedt excitation description on the other.
(b) The spin-glass ordering temperature Ts is approximately proportional to the excitation energy scaling parameter.
(c) We can derive a local spin-relaxation rate from the resistivity data which is consistent with estimates from other techniques. We can use the low-temperature resistivity data to help understand relaxation processes around and below Tg.
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